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Price: 180,000€  Ref: ES170146

Villa

Vinuela

3

1

200m² Build Size

5,800m² Plot Size

FOR SALE - Cortijo Fernandez is a 3 bedroom property on 3 levels, close to the village

of Vinuela with all of its amenities. The property is located just off the road to Vinuela

and sits on a plot of 4,500m2. There is off road parking on the road level and down

below on the lower terrace. There is a garage with parking for 2 cars and there is also a

large room that could be reformed in an apartment or entertaining area. You enter the

property into the lounge which has a working fireplace. There is a good size separate

kitchen which is quite old fashioned and could do with some modernisation. F...(Ask for

More Details!)
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FOR SALE - Cortijo Fernandez is a 3 bedroom property on 3 levels, close to the village of Vinuela with all of

its amenities. The property is located just off the road to Vinuela and sits on a plot of 4,500m2. There is off

road parking on the road level and down below on the lower terrace. There is a garage with parking for 2 cars

and there is also a large room that could be reformed in an apartment or entertaining area. You enter the

property into the lounge which has a working fireplace. There is a good size separate kitchen which is quite

old fashioned and could do with some modernisation. From the kitchen there is access onto a long balcony

with fantastic views of the plot with all of its olive trees and the surrounding mountains. There are 3 double

bedrooms and 1 bathroom with full size bath. There is access to the garage via a spiral staircase and there is

also a very large store room that could be reformed at a later date to provide more accommodation. This is a

fantastic reform opportunity that has lots of possibilities to add extra accommodation.
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